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About Liberatus: 

Liberatus is a community journal about bringing truth and beauty to American politics from the inside, because 
people who work in politics are tired of dysfunction. Writers who join us creatively explore healing for work 
culture, communication, and personal well-being. 

Liberatus was founded in March 2015. In three years, we have published 110 journal entries across 16 journal 
issues from 12 writers.  Our content is focused on healing through a deeper knowledge of freedom. 

Looking ahead, we hope to grow the Liberatus community, taking the creative process to the next level. Our goal is 
to empower a community with experiences in American politics to realize healing through creative writing. 

We have one board position open immediately and are looking to fill the role with someone who can help raise the 
funds necessary to build community and produce a high quality journal.  

About You: 

You are a follower of Jesus and can articulate how his life is transforming yours. You have hope that the values of 
the Kingdom can transform work culture, communication, and personal well-being for those working in politics. 
You have hope in restoration. You recognize that the values of the Kingdom transcend current ideological divisions 
and systems of influence and power. You have professional experience in any of the following: political campaigns, 
issue or policy non-profits, federal or state government, and media and journalism.  

Expectations & Time Commitment:  

You will be joining a Board of 4 other members, consisting of a Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary, and Chair. 
Board Members ensure responsible governance, maintain fiduciary responsibility of the organization, support 
primary operations such as community building, and oversee, implement and evaluate strategies to achieve the 
mission. Each of these is a volunteer, unpaid position.   

Strong desire to see the Liberatus vision of healing through freedom actualized in our culture; be an advocate for 
the organization, the Values of Freedom, and our Philosophy of Freedom in Political Engagement; be engaged and 
responsive in the dialogue and oversight of activities; attend two annual Board meetings per year (also 
telephonically); commit to two years and help recruit your replacement; financially contribute to the mission. 

If interested, send your resume, contact information, and why you would like to join us to 
CalebPaxton@LiberatusDC.org.  
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